1. Introduction embodied in design assumptionsar~ violated. Examples include asynchronous consensus algorithms. However, the "curse" of such models is that many problems of interest do not have known deterministic algorithms due to impossibility results [2] . To circumvent this, researchers have augmented the pure asynchrony model with additional semantics, including timed semantics and time-free semantics. In the pure asynchrony model augmented with timed semantics, called the partially synchronous model, some system modules have pure synchrony semantics and others have arbitrary semantics including pure asynchrony semantics. Pure asynchrony models augmented with time-free semantics are simply called asynchronous models [5] . Examples include unreliable failure detectors [1] .
Researchers have also defined the notion of "weakest asynchronous" and "weakest partially synchronous" models [5] .The weakest model is a model that is necessary and sufficient for implementing some given timefree semantics. Thus, a given problem is solved using the weakest partially synchronous model if and only if some minimal set of modules in the solution match pure synchrony assumptions and every other match pure asynchrony assumptions.
Asynchronous real-time distributed systems emerging in many domains are distinguished by the significant run-time uncertainties that are inherent in their application environment, system resource states, and failure occurrences [7] . Consequently, upper bounds on timing variables in such systems such as duration of computational and communication stepsmanifestations of application workloads and execution environment characteristics-are not known to exist at design time with sufficient accuracy. Furthermore, many of the emerging asynchronous realtime distributed systems are also safety-critical [10, 8] . Therefore, end-users of such systems require guaranteed assurance on the delivery of desired system properties, particularly safety. This defines a certification requirement.
Asynchronous real-time distributed systems thus raise fundamental issues: "How to build timely systems that operate in the presence of uncertain timeliness? Furthermore, how to certify that such systems will deliver properties including timeliness and safety?" In this paper, we discuss an approach for constructing certifiable asynchronous real-time distributed systems.
Timeliness Optimality Using Benefit Accrual Predicates 2. Computational Models
Majority of the timeliness properties that are currently used for real-time distributed systems focus on deadline timing constraints. With deadlines, it is difficult to express timing constraints that for example, include non-contiguous, optimal and sub-optimal completion time intervals. F\1rthermore, with deadlines, it is difficult to specify timeliness optimality that for example, include lower bounds for system-wide activity completions at optimal and sub-optimal times, in acAs defined in [9] , computational models range from pure synchronous to pure asynchronous. Pure synchrony means that duration of every computational and communication steps have upper bounds that are known at design time, whereas pure asynchrony means that no such upper bounds are known to exist.
Asynchronous computational models have the well known advantage that properties such as safety and liveness can be established even whe.n the "adversary" 1530-2059/02 $17.00 @ 2002 IEEE cor dance with their functional importance. Such timeliness optimality assume significance in the event that the actual operating conditions become "stronger" than what was assumed at design-time. During such conditions, the desired lower bound may be achieved by completing as many important activities as possible at their optimal times and less at their sub-optimal times.
Jensen's benefit functions and benefit accrual predicates [6] allow the specification of such timing constraints and timeliness optimality criteria, respectively.
Our Recent Research
The use of benefit accrual predicates for asynchronous real-time distributed systems is the direction of our recent research. In [4] , we presented on-line resource allocation algorithms called REA. and ORA, that seek to maximize aggregate timeliness benefit of asynchronous real-time distributed systems. F\1rther-more, decentralized REA. and OEA-RBA.
and ORA are centralized-were presented in [3] . REA. and ORA were limited to "step" benefit functions. This was overcome in [11] , where the EPA algorithm that allows arbitrary but unimodal, benefit functions was presented. benefit accrual predicates, algorithmic solutions such as [4, 3, 11] can be leveraged in the design of solutions.
Once a system solution is designed, safety and liveness are first provably correctly established for the Solution. Timeliness properties are later established by constructing feasibility conditions for the solution that are proven to be necessary, and if tractable, sufficient as well. Such conditions are constructed as non-valued predicates that will embody all possible scenarios that can be deployed by the "adversaries" considered in the design models. The quantification of the feasibility conditions will produce the specification of a system solution that can be certified to exhibit the desired timeliness, safety, and liveness properties.
Ongoing efforts include designing system solutions in this paradigm for problems from the defense domain.
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A System Engineering Approach
We believe that certifiable solutions for constructing asynchronous real-time distributed systems can be designed using the proof-based system engineering framework discussed in [8] by considering the weakest possible models. Models include all assumptions concerning future system operating conditions such as (1) computational models, where the asynchronous model dominates all others such as partially synchronous and pure synchronous models, (2) external event arrival model, where multimodal arrival model dominates all others such as unimodal arrival and aperiodic models, and (3) failure model, where byzantine model dominates all others such as crash and omission models [8] .The domination of one model over another is due to the "strength" of the "adversary."
Thus, we propose to consider the weakest asynchronous computational model i.e., the pure asynchronous model that is augmented with time-free semantics such as Chandra and Toueg failure detectors [1] . Furthermore, we propose to specify timeliness optimality using benefit accrual predicates such as a user-desired lower bound on system-wide, accrued timeliness benefit. With such computational models and timeliness properties, an architectural and algorithmic solution to a given application problem is designed. Since timeliness optimality is specified using
